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SUMMARY 
 

Fanny Schwartz was born on December 16, 1911 in Stavna, Czechoslovakia.  She was brought 
up by a very observant father who was a shochet (ritual slaughterer) who tutored his children in 
their Jewish subjects.  He was also a leader in the local kehillah.  There were nine children in the 
family; only Fanny, two of her sisters and two brothers survived. Her brothers came to the 
United States in 1939. 
 
Fanny was living in Berecin1 with her husband and young son before the war started.  They lost 
their store in 1938 when the Hungarians occupied Czechoslovakia. Fanny describes the 
Hungarians as very antisemitic. Fanny’s husband was taken to a work camp but was able to 
return and the family was able to remain in Berecin for a time. By early 1940 men were taken 
daily to work camps, but in 1944, right after Passover, the Hungarians took the Jews from 
Berecin, via the Ungvar Ghetto, on transports to Auschwitz. Fanny describes in great detail the 
horrific conditions of the transport:  Hungarian police overseers marching them to the cattle 
trains, hysterical mothers and children, no food or water. 
 
She describes in detail her arrival at Auschwitz, separation of families, selections by Mengele, 
delousing and head shaving, atrocities and cruelty toward the prisoners.  Fanny and the healthier 
women were sent to Birkenau, Camp C.  She details surviving several selections by Mengele.  
From October 1944 until January 1945 Fanny and her sister were sent to a women’s work camp 
Schlesiersee, a sub-camp of Gross Rosen, in Poland.  
 
Fanny discusses her religious faith and how it helped her to survive and gives examples of 
religious observance:  trying to light holiday candles and observing Tisha B’Av. Fanny details 
the death march in January 1945 during which time she injured her leg.  Her health deteriorated 
and she and her sister escaped from the march and spent four nights hiding in a box.  She 
managed to get to a hospital for foreign refugees and was very ill, with back injuries as well as 
tuberculosis.   Fanny was liberated from a Red Cross hospital in Pirna, Germany by Russian 
soldiers on May 8, 1945.  
 
In Germany, Fanny suffered for 10 years in many hospitalizations. She was in a hospital in 
Heidenau (near Dresden) for two years.  In 1947, Fanny was in the DP camp, Schlachtensee, in 
Berlin, and later in hospitals in Munich and Gauting for TB, where the Germans paid her medical 
bills.  Finally, in 1955, after procuring papers, she joined her relatives in the United States. 

1Possibly Perečín (Czech. spelling) a town located 11.5 miles south of Velký Berezný. 
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